Introduction
============

Phylogenomics has been greatly enriched with the introduction of high-throughput sequencing (HTS) and increased breadth of phylogenomic sampling, which have allowed researchers interested in the Tree of Life (ToL) to scale up in several dimensions and placing both fields squarely in the era of 'big data'. Additionally, conceptual advances and improvements of statistical models used to analyze these data are helping bridge what some have perceived as a gap between phylogenetics and phylogeography (e.g., [@ref-74]; [@ref-124]; [@ref-65]). However, as datasets become larger, researchers are inevitably faced with a plethora of heterogeneous signals across different genomic regions that often depart from a dichotomously-branching phylogeny ([@ref-157]; [@ref-129]; [@ref-191]). These signals cover an increasingly large array of biological processes at the level of genes and genomes, as well as individual organisms and populations, including processes such as recombination, hybridization, gene flow, and polyploidization; they can be thought of as conflicting, but in truth, they are simply a record of the singular history that we commonly refer to as the ToL ([@ref-144]). One of the grand challenges of evolutionary biology is deciphering this history, whether at the level of genes, populations, species, or genomes, however, currently phylogenomicists have not yet determined how to fully exploit the diverse signals in molecular data.

In this perspective piece, our goal is to highlight opportunities for the field of phylogenomics to overcome conceptual and practical challenges as we navigate our way through the era of big data. We argue that conceptually and analytically embracing heterogeneity generated by population-level processes and associated with different histories across the genome will lead to increased insight into the ToL and its underlying processes. Because major theoretical advances in phylogenomics and population genetics resulting from the advent of genome-scale data have been reviewed elsewhere (e.g., [@ref-53]; [@ref-51]; [@ref-67]; [@ref-228]; [@ref-97]), here we focus on advances and challenges to phylogenomics specifically brought about by population genetic processes, which inevitably leads us to focus on the major conceptual framework dealing with such processes, the multispecies coalescent model (MSC). Likewise, advances in other methods such as supertrees (reviewed by [@ref-322]), supermatrices ([@ref-47]; [@ref-235]), and partitioned analyses (e.g., [@ref-161]; [@ref-139]) are not central to the objectives of this perspective piece and further details on those topics can be found elsewhere.

A key concept introduced by the scaling up from phylogeography to phylogenomics is the continuum of processes and analytical methods---the so-called phylogeography-phylogenetics continuum ([@ref-65]). We argue here that bridging this continuum is critical for advancing phylogenetics. This bridging can be done by either developing phylogenomic approaches that acknowledge and explicitly account for phylogeographic processes, or by determining the regions of parameter space (e.g., branch lengths in tree, level of gene flow) if any, where such within-species processes are not relevant. For example, the choice of markers in a given phylogenomics project is currently guided more by convenience and cost than by evaluating the biological properties and phylogenomic signals in those data; but comparisons of signals across various types of markers (e.g., transcriptomes, noncoding regions) reveal that marker choice is a critical step toward shedding light on the history of populations and unraveling potential processes underlying such history ([@ref-262]; [@ref-41]; [@ref-128]; [@ref-252]). On the analysis side, we are in desperate need of methods that can handle the increasingly large data sets being produced by empiricists, but at the same time there is a desire to include increasingly diverse sources of signal in estimates of divergence times, biogeographic history, and models of diversification ([@ref-53]; [@ref-129]; [@ref-155]). Finding the balance between breadth, depth, and computational feasibility in project design and statistical analysis is crucial for the field today.

Additionally, we discuss ways in which data archiving and integration can benefit access to phylogenomic data and the contributions of phylogenomics to society. Are the priorities that society places on the many disciplines feeding into scientific efforts toward the ToL---fieldwork, museum collections, databases---appropriate for this grand mission? Although we cannot possibly answer all of these questions within the scope of this perspective, we hope to at least spur discussion on the wide range of field, laboratory, conceptual, and societal issues that allow phylogenomics to move forward.

We first describe the types of genomic data that researchers can generate to perform phylogenomic analyses and how those are more or less suitable for phylogenomic and phylogeographic analyses. We then discuss key concepts around the MSC and highlight the need to expand this model beyond its current limitations. We then discuss how the interplay between phylogenomics and macroevolution might strengthen our understanding of diversity patterns and offer suggestions as to how the community can overcome limitations posed by current methods and models in both fields. Finally, we discuss desired practices that, as a community, phylogenomicists, museum scientists, field biologists, bioinformaticians, and other scientists can embrace toward the goal of assembling the ToL.

Survey Methodology
==================

During the 'Origins of Biodiversity Workshop' organized during May 15--19, 2017 by Chalmers University of Technology and the University of Gothenburg, Sweden, under the auspices of the Gothenburg Centre for Advanced Studies (GoCAS), we gathered scholars and students from several countries and scientific backgrounds to discuss future perspectives in the fields of phylogenomics and phylogeography. We spent one week sharing our recent experiences in these fields and outlining the topics presented here and continued remotely to complete this review. Our goal is not to provide a complete overview of phylogenomic and phylogeographic research, but rather present a number of conceptual and practical aspects that we feel are essential to keep the momentum that these fields have gained during recent times.

Data Generation and Data Types in Phylogenomics
===============================================

The need for large-scale phylogenomic data
------------------------------------------

One of the fundamental challenges in evolutionary biology is to estimate a ToL for all species. The potential impact of such large phylogenies is reflected in their publication in the highest impact journals, but also in their broad contribution, which extends beyond big data, to methodological innovations, and downstream understanding of macroevolutionary processes (e.g., coalescent methods of species tree inference; accounting for hybridization and unsampled species or localities in datasets; understanding community or genome evolution through large-scale phylogenetics). Hence, the phylogenomics community is now placing a high priority on very large-scale trees, whether in terms of number of taxa, number of genes, or both. The current need for large phylogenies and the high priority placed on them by high-impact journals can also result in short-cuts, wherein extant species lacking any molecular data are often placed in trees based on current taxonomy ([@ref-130]; [@ref-334]; [@ref-71]), which can result in conflicts with more robust estimates based on actual data ([@ref-24]). At the same time, however, hypothesis-testing in areas such as macroevolution, macroecology, biodiversity, and systematics require these large-scale trees, even as they present challenges being built on high quality data. The phylogenetic knowledge on which we lay a foundation for downstream analyses must be robust, and therefore it is essential that the input phylogenetic hypotheses themselves are robust ([@ref-242]). Indeed, the current bottlenecks in large-scale phylogenomic data do not appear to be the sequencing, but rather the compilation of high quality, well-curated genomic resources and the availability of adequate software and methods that can fuel phylogenomics for the next century (e.g., Global Genome Initiative, [www.mnh.si.edu/ggi/](www.mnh.si.edu/ggi/)).

Data quality
------------

Genome-scale data in the form of multiple alignments and other homology statements are the foundation of phylogenomics. A major challenge is the difficulty of comprehensive quality checks of data, given that HTS datasets are so large. As researchers collect datasets consisting of thousands of alignments across scores of species, data quality is a serious concern that is left for detection and handling primarily by computer algorithms. In addition to inherent systematic errors in the data ([@ref-147]), several examples of errors in phylogenomic data sets have been reported in the literature, including the use of unintended paralogous sequences in alignments (e.g., [@ref-305]); mistaking the genome sequence of one species for another ([@ref-234]); and inclusion of genome sequence from parasites into the genome of the host ([@ref-156]). However, the incidence of smaller errors in alignments that are not easily discerned from natural allelic variation, such as base miscalls or misplaced indels, are probably much more widespread than has been reported in the literature. Combined with the sensitivity of some phylogenomic datasets to individual loci or single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) within loci ([@ref-282]), such errors could have damaging consequences for phylogenomic studies, for the inference of topology and branch lengths of both gene trees and species phylogenies ([@ref-197]; [@ref-20]). Furthermore, as phylogenomic datasets increase in size, it is likely that the accumulation of errors due to the use of different sequencing chemistries and sequencing depths ([@ref-244]; [@ref-88]) will ultimately influence phylogenetic inference. We predict that the impact of these errors will largely depend on the sampling breadth and taxonomic scale of each study, and whether the species phylogeny is a tree or a network.

Sequencing high-quality samples from well-archived voucher specimens is a good first step to increase reproducibility and alleviate issues related to sample identity ([@ref-232]; [@ref-237]; [@ref-30]; [@ref-317]; [@ref-316]). For individual phylogenomic studies, wholesale manual inspection of every locus is unsustainable ([@ref-127]), but spot checks of a subset of the data (e.g., 5--10% of the alignments) is a recommended best practice ([@ref-234]) that is beginning to be encouraged in peer review and in published papers ([@ref-213]; [@ref-183]). Such checking is important not only for new data generated by a given study, but also for data downloaded from public repositories such as NCBI and OrthoMaM ([@ref-250]; [@ref-55]), which are well known to contain errors ([@ref-325]). Because several databases do not include the raw sequence data it is often impossible to evaluate whether oddities may derive from poor sequencing. Robust pipelines for flagging poorly aligned sites or non-homologous sequences, based on existing tools or novel scripts such as Gblocks ([@ref-29]; [@ref-310]) or TrimAl ([@ref-28]) are gradually being put into practice ([@ref-197]; [@ref-103]; [@ref-127]).

Coding regions, whether derived from transcriptomes or whole-genome data, are particularly amenable to spot checking of alignments and to filtering out of low-quality data with bioinformatic pipelines (e.g., [@ref-59]; [@ref-21]). Coding regions have the advantage of allowing amino acids to guide alignments, which is particularly useful for highly divergent sequences. Stop codons can help flag errors or genuine pseudogenes. Examining gene tree topologies is also widely used to detect paralogs in phylogenomic data (e.g., [@ref-19]). Examining gene trees for aberrantly long branch lengths can also reveal misalignments (e.g., [@ref-103]); sensitivity analyses of methods for indirectly detecting errors in alignments are sorely needed.

Data generation and marker development
--------------------------------------

### Genome reduction methods

A growing number of genome reduction methods are now providing empiricists with the means to generate genomic subsets suitable for phylogenetic and phylogeographic inference (reviewed by [@ref-200]; [@ref-166]; [@ref-170]). For phylogenomics, most prominently featured are sequence-capture, focusing on highly conserved regions (e.g., [@ref-70]; [@ref-169]; reviewed by [@ref-136]) and transcriptomes (e.g., [@ref-211]; [@ref-38]; [@ref-76]; [@ref-226]; [@ref-285]; [@ref-127]), but phylogenomic trees have also been constructed based on restriction-digest methods that primarily focus on SNPs ([@ref-164]; [@ref-102]) and analysis of transposable elements (e.g., [@ref-308]). This diversity of marker types for phylogenetics should be celebrated, but each marker type brings with it a list of pros and cons. For example, many questions in the higher level phylogenetics of animals and plants have so far relied almost exclusively on transcriptome data. However, the uncritical use of transcriptomes in phylogenetics is not without caveats. At high taxonomic levels, coding regions can exhibit extreme levels of among-taxon base composition, sometimes resulting in strong violations of phylogenetic models ([@ref-263]; [@ref-264]). Coding regions can exhibit reduced levels of incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) compared to noncoding regions ([@ref-278]). Such reduced ILS could in fact be helpful in building complex phylogenies with rapid radiations ([@ref-60]), but it will certainly distort estimated branch lengths when coalescent methods, which assume neutrality, are used. In addition to yielding abundant sequence variations and SNPs, transcriptome data also yields information on the levels of expression of various genes, and in which tissue-specific genes are expressed. However, using these aspects of transcriptome data are less likely to be of use to phylogeneticists, precisely because specific genes are often tissue-specific and because expression data can exhibit high levels of variation among individuals, populations and species in space and time ([@ref-313]). Such variation will certainly pose limitations for long term phylogenomic endeavors that will likely combine data collected originally for different purposes.

Although non-coding portions of the genome have been largely neglected in phylogenomics because they are difficult to align and analyze, we are now making progress in understanding their sequence evolution and how it might be informative for comparative purposes ([@ref-318]; [@ref-63]). For instance, studies on enhancer and promoter evolution in mammals have shown that despite low levels of sequence conservation, there is conservation of regulatory function and 3D structure across species that carries information for comparative purposes ([@ref-320]; [@ref-18]). The development of methods to infer and interpret the evolutionary history and phylogenetic signal of non-coding elements and 3D genome structure is a critical priority.

Single nucleotide polymorphisms have been advocated by some authors for higher level phylogenetics ([@ref-166]), but the available methods for analyzing such data are still extremely limited. For example, concatenation and two coalescent methods (SNAPP and SVD quartets: [@ref-25]; [@ref-33]) have recently been highlighted as the main methods available for phylogenomic analysis of SNPs ([@ref-166]). But each of these methods has its shortcomings. It is likely that concatenation of SNPs will be misleading for many of the same reasons that concatenating genes can be misleading, due to different gene histories (see section 'Concepts and models in phylogenomics' for further details; [@ref-152]). SNAPP, a coalescent method suitable for analysis of SNPs ([@ref-25]), works well only on relatively small data sets, and it is unclear how well SVD quartets performs on some data sets ([@ref-283]). Although SNPs do provide a helpful route around the often-violated assumption in coalescent models of no recombination within loci ([@ref-25]), and are informative markers for phylogeography and population genetics ([@ref-337]), it remains to be seen how powerful they are at higher phylogenetic levels.

Despite the diversity of marker types for phylogenomics, it remains unclear whether features specific to each marker type can ultimately result in phylogenomic datasets that can strongly mislead. For example, incongruence in the phylogeny of modern birds developed by [@ref-128]; 48 whole genomes) and [@ref-240]; 259 anchored phylogenomics loci, 198 species) has recently been attributed to differences in marker type rather than number of taxa ([@ref-252]). Whereas [@ref-128] used primarily noncoding loci because they observed gross incongruence when using coding regions, the loci used by [@ref-240], although nominally focused on broadly "anchored" conserved regions, came primarily from coding regions. Thus, at least one marker type is likely inappropriate when applied across modern birds (ca. 100 Ma). These data type effects can stem from multiple sources. Selection on exons might lead to localized differences in effective population size across the genome, as previous studies have highlighted issues with base composition heterogeneity within exons across taxa ([@ref-77]; [@ref-278]). On the other hand, alignment quality of introns and ultraconserved elements can sometimes be less than desired ([@ref-63]). Clearly marker effects can potentially have substantial consequences on species tree estimates and need to be further evaluated and compared side-by-side by the phylogenetic community ([@ref-282]).

### A priori versus a posteriori selection of loci for phylogenomics

In an ideal world, phylogeneticists would have whole and fully annotated genomes of all taxa available, allowing them to select loci for phylogenomics based on the relative merits of different loci. This a posteriori (i.e., after data generation) selection would be carried out after assessing desired phylogenetic and biological properties of a wide array of markers for which the data are already in hand. A posteriori selection of loci for phylogenomics is clearly a long-term goal that will yield greater choice and justification for specific loci. Today, the loci for phylogenomics are selected a priori (i.e., before data generation) based primarily on cost and ease of collection and alignment, disregarding potentially useful regions of the genome. Thus, an attractive aspect of whole-genome sequencing (WGS) for phylogenomics is to have the opportunity to select markers a posteriori once genomes are in hand (e.g., [@ref-63]; [Fig. 1](#fig-1){ref-type="fig"}). WGS is less prone to sequencing biases and also allows for further expansion into different research fields and questions based on the same initial data ([@ref-168]). In contrast, a priori marker selection often limits the kinds of questions and methods that researchers can apply and represents a real constraint for phylogenomics and other disciplines.

![A posteriori marker selection from whole-genome alignments for phylogenomics and phylogeography.\
Whole-genome analysis (A) permits researchers to choose different markers for specific purposes (B--D). By contrast, subsampling methods such as Rad-seq or hybrid capture, which dominate phylogenomics today, usually yield a specific set of markers that the researcher has chosen a priori. The generation of WGA thus greatly increases the use of genomic data in biological research, beyond the initial goals of the researcher producing those data. Here, we show how a hypothetical WGA that includes seven different loci (different colors) for four individuals allows extracting sequence data to generate gene trees (B), identifying SNPs to genotype individuals (C), and measuring copy depth to infer CNVs across genomic regions (D). Ultimately, these different kinds of data can be translated into species tree inferences (B--D). In the case of CNVs, only locus number 3 (orange) shows significant CNV. Because CNVs are measured as continuous characters (i.e., copy depth), the orange shading represents a hypothetical evolutionary scenario of copy number variation of genomic region number 3 within the inferred species tree, which is incongruent with those based on sequence and SNP data from other loci in the genome.](peerj-07-6399-g001){#fig-1}

An important constraint for using WGS for downstream phylogenomic analyses is genome quality. Obtaining high-coverage well-assembled and thoroughly annotated genomes is still very expensive and time-consuming, and even low-coverage genomes are still outside reach for large portions of the scientific community. However, even low-coverage genomes, which should be cautiously used for maker selection due to potential problems caused by poor annotation and coverage, can sometimes yield a modest number of markers for phylogenomics, and in the short term might even yield data sets allowing a broader diversity of markers for analysis. Although we are fully aware of these constraints, we are particularly excited about the potential that we see in routinely using WGS to produce phylogenomic data sets.

### More taxa versus more loci

The question of whether to add more genes or more taxa was a dominant theme in phylogenetics in the 1990s and early 2000s (e.g., [@ref-113]; [@ref-143]), and remains a persistent question in phylogenomics today. After much debate in the literature (e.g., [@ref-113]; [@ref-90]; [@ref-114]; [@ref-238]; [@ref-212]), the initial consensus view from the Sanger sequencing era of phylogenetics, is that adding more taxa generally improves phylogenetic analysis more so than more markers (e.g., [@ref-113]; [@ref-90]; [@ref-238]). However, phylogenomics is adding a new twist to this consensus, both from the standpoint of data acquisition and from theory (e.g., [@ref-259]; [@ref-219]; [@ref-330]; [@ref-227]). Amassing large data sets, both in terms of more taxa and more loci, is still a guiding principle of phylogenomics. But with the ability now to bring together many different types of markers in a single analysis, and to analyze them in ways that were not previously available, the "more taxa vs. more genes" debate is becoming more nuanced ([@ref-219]). For example, recent work shows that this debate can be highly context-specific and model-dependent (e.g., [@ref-17]; [@ref-52]; [@ref-66]). Also, coalescent methods appear to be more robust to limited taxon sampling than traditional methods like concatenation ([@ref-295]; [@ref-179]). Some researchers favor "horizontal" data matrices, wherein the number of loci far exceeds the number of taxa, whereas other researchers favor "vertical" matrices, where many taxa are analyzed at just a few (1--5) loci. Whereas the PCR era of phylogenetics was often dominated by vertical matrices, HTS is allowing data matrices to become more horizontal ([Fig. 2](#fig-2){ref-type="fig"}). It is important to note that as these more horizontal data become more prevalent, they increase the amount of missing data and aligning problems that can contribute to misleading or low phylogenetic resolution. At least in a coalescent framework, scaling up in both dimensions will be crucial for improved phylogenies and the number of loci required to resolve a given phylogenetic problem is often a function of the coalescent branch lengths in the phylogenetic tree being resolved, with longer branches requiring fewer loci ([@ref-64]; [@ref-118]). At deeper time scales, increasing the number of loci have not proven particularly useful to resolve problematic areas in the ToL (e.g., sister group to animals; [@ref-144]). Despite methodological complications in the accurate estimation of population genetic parameters and computational limitations for MCMC convergence at deep times in coalescent-based analyses, recalcitrant nodes likely represent true complexities in the diversification history of these groups and not necessarily reflect failures of coalescent-based phylogenetics ([@ref-160]).

![Trends in phylogenomic data sets since the emergence of HTS.\
Based on a sample of 164 phylogenomic papers published since 2004 (see [Table S1](#supp-1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we observed no increase in the number of species per data set over time (A). On the other hand, there is a significant increase in the number of loci (B), total alignment length (C), and total data set size, as measured by the product of species times locus number (Data set size 1, E) and species times total alignment length (Data set size 2, F). Moreover, the advent of HTS does not support the notion of a tradeoff between the number of species and the number of loci in phylogenomic studies (D).](peerj-07-6399-g002){#fig-2}

To study how researchers have resolved challenges of balancing numbers of taxa versus numbers of loci, we quantified trends in phylogenomic data set size and structure over the past 13 years, drawing data from 164 data sets across diverse taxa ([Table S1](#supp-1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We found that, whereas the number of species per paper has not increased significantly over time ([Fig. 2A](#fig-2){ref-type="fig"}), there were significant increases with time in number of loci ([Fig. 2B](#fig-2){ref-type="fig"}), total length of sequence analyzed ([Fig. 2C](#fig-2){ref-type="fig"}), as well as total data set size, as measured by the product of species times locus number ([Fig. 2E](#fig-2){ref-type="fig"}) or species times total alignment length ([Fig. 2F](#fig-2){ref-type="fig"}). These results mirror similar trends evaluated for the size of data sets in phylogeography ([@ref-82]). Surprisingly, we found no evidence for a tradeoff between the number of species investigated and the number of loci analyzed ([Fig. 2D](#fig-2){ref-type="fig"}); perhaps HTS data sets have plateaued somewhat in terms of number of loci, whereas the number of species analyzed is more a function of the questions being asked and the clade being investigated. Regardless, we suspect that, in general, the number of loci and total alignment lengths in phylogenomic data sets are likely a function of resources and sequencing effort. The era of whole-genome sequencing in phylogenomics is still dawning, given that most studies thus far have used targeted approaches for sampling loci ([Table S1](#supp-1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We suspect that once whole-genome sequencing on a clade-wide basis become routine (e.g., [@ref-84]; [@ref-92]; [@ref-32]), we will witness yet another jump in the sizes of phylogenomic data sets.

### Filtering heterogeneous phylogenomic data sets

Recent studies show that the addition of more loci and more taxa can result in higher levels of gene-tree discordance (e.g., [@ref-290]; [@ref-282]). This is not unexpected - as the number of taxa and loci increase, the greater the likelihood of capturing signals of the heterogeneous evolutionary history (e.g., ILS, lateral gene transfer (LGT), hybridization, gene duplication and loss (GDL); See [Table 1](#table-1){ref-type="table"} for a definition of these concepts), misidentifying orthologs from paralogs, and recovering patterns of molecular evolution (e.g., noise/lack of signal in the sequences, and nonstationarity in base composition) that can contribute to gene tree discord. At the same time, the variance in gene tree topologies could also have been caused by errors in gene tree estimation. Such observations have been used to argue that the accuracy of gene tree inference should be maximized or at least evaluated, but it is not clear what criteria should be used to filter sets of gene trees. For example, filters can be based on rates of molecular evolution ([@ref-145]), levels of phylogenetic informativeness ([@ref-79]), or on the cause of gene-tree discord itself, if known ([@ref-118]). [@ref-31] found that selecting genes whose trees contained a well-known uncontested and long branch in a given species phylogeny (long enough so as not to incur substantial ILS) was a better way to improve phylogenomic signal than selecting genes based on characteristics of sequence evolution. All of these methods are excellent suggestions and should be explored further. Still, the effects of such culling on the distribution of gene trees, and whether it could distort the distribution so that it departs from models like the multispecies coalescent, are unknown, and potentially of concern (but see [@ref-119]). Aside from the use of some explicit methods for detection of outlier genes (e.g., [@ref-48]), rogue taxa (e.g., [@ref-1]), outlier long branches (e.g., [@ref-190]), and tree space visualization (e.g., [@ref-120]; [@ref-133]), an obvious way to alleviate potential effects of gene tree outliers is a more balanced taxon sampling ([@ref-105]). Nonetheless, we need further studies on the effects of different types of phylogenomic filters on the properties of large-scale phylogenomic datasets.
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###### Definitions of core concepts used in this article.
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  Concept                                   Definition
  ----------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  The Tree of Life (ToL)                    This idea, originally articulated by Darwin and others, refers to the grand vision of understanding the branching pattern of all life on earth. Today the idea conveys the use of morphological and molecular data to reconstruct the phylogenetic relationships of all life forms. In some usages, the idea also includes reconstructing reticulate evolutionary events, such as introgression and hybridization, which are now thought to be common in many lineages.
  High-throughput sequencing (HTS)          Also referred to as "next generation sequencing", this term refers to the plethora of new DNA and RNA sequencing technologies that in the last fifteen years have allowed biologists to dramatically increase the number of bases sequenced for a given species or clade. HTS technologies can be applied to sequencing whole genomes or transcriptomes and have been embraced by phylogeneticists interested in increasing the size of comparative molecular data sets. See [@ref-88] for a review on the progress of HTS.
  The multispecies coalescent model (MSC)   A generalization of the standard, single population coalescent model to multiple species related in a phylogeny. The MSC applies the single-population coalescent model to each branch of a phylogenetic tree, including both terminal and internal branches. In the MSC, alleles sampled in terminal species will coalesce to a smaller number of ancestral alleles at a rate depending on the effective population size within the branch. The gene tree lineages in a branch of the species tree do not necessarily coalesce within that branch as one goes backwards in time; multiple alleles may persist into ancestral branches. This phenomenon is called incomplete lineage sorting (see next definition). The decrease in the number of alleles and the time to coalescence to a single allele in a lineage follows the standard neutral coalescent model, until all alleles coalesce from all species. See [@ref-248] and [@ref-51] for a full discussion.
  Incomplete lineage sorting (ILS)          This phenomenon, originally described by John Avise (see [@ref-343]) refers to the tendency of alleles in an ancestral species to persist across multiple speciation events, resulting in a situation in which the gene tree ("allele tree") differs from the species tree. In ILS, alleles fail to "sort" by genetic drift as species diverge from one another, resulting in different species retaining the same alleles, or their descendants, causing discordance with the overarching species or population tree. The language of this phrase is looking forward in time, as opposed to the language of coalescence, which looks backwards in time. See [@ref-51] for a full discussion.
  Gene duplication and loss (GDL)           This concept describes the process by which a gene in an ancestral species can duplicate, forming paralogs and one or more of the paralogs can subsequently be deleted from the genome, resulting in complex patterns of relationships among paralogs and orthologs. Gene duplication is another mechanism, in addition to ILS, that can render the gene tree different from the species tree. As a result of gene (paralog) loss, inferring the correct ortholog/paralog relationships and history of branching events in a multigene family can be challenging. Phylogenetic models incorporating GDL try to use patterns in multigene families to deduce the branching history of the constituent species. See [@ref-51] and [@ref-296] for a full discussion.
  Ancestral recombination graph (ARG)       This is a complete record of the coalescent and recombination events in the history of a set of DNA sequences. As a consequence of incorporating recombination events, ARGs do not necessarily depict trees, but often have a network structure. The accurate estimation of ARGs remains challenging but they enhance our ability to estimate recombination rates, ancestral effective population sizes, population divergence times, rates of gene flow between populations, and detect selective sweeps. See [@ref-91], [@ref-284], and [@ref-251] for a full discussion.
  Lateral gene transfer (LGT)               This process occurs when genes jump taxonomic and phylogenetic boundaries, moving between unrelated species and therefore causing discordances between genetic and lineage history. LGT, along with ILS and GDL was among the three primary causes of discordance between gene and species trees identified by [@ref-188]. LGT has been documented to occur between bacterial lineages, between bacteria and viruses, and between these two and eukaryotes, including plants and vertebrates. If not identified prior to phylogenetic analysis, LGT can cause many algorithms for phylogenetic inference to fail. Without prior identification, LGT essentially amounts to errors in data sets and sequence alignments. At the same time, LGT can be a source of adaptation and evolutionary novelty for recipient genomes and has had a major impact on the history of life. See [@ref-344] for a full review.

High-throughput sequencing opens possibilities for new information and marker types
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Heterozygosity and intra-individual site polymorphisms

Some of the prevalent occurrences in organisms with multiple ploidies are intra-individual polymorphisms and increased heterozygosity. However, due to issues such as lack of sufficient read coverage and connectivity, confident identification of such polymorphism continues to be challenging ([@ref-83]; [@ref-176]; [@ref-279]) and many data sets do not permit statistical approaches, such as PHASE ([@ref-303]), to robustly determine haplotypes of different alleles ([@ref-83]). Consequently, in phylogenetics, heterozygosity and intra-specific polymorphic sites are often accommodated using UIPAC ambiguity codes or ignored entirely or by randomly selecting alleles ([@ref-126]). In fact, most "one sequence per individual/species" phylogenomic data sets consists of haplotypes that might not occur in nature because many methods, including de novo assemblies of genomes, yield single haplotypes consisting of consensus or other haplotype summaries from diploid organisms. The fact that HTS produces several reads of the same region allows for the identification of heterozygosity and intra-specific polymorphic sites represents an untapped opportunity to incorporate intra-individual variation in our phylogenetic estimates ([@ref-176]; [@ref-279]; [@ref-4]). Recent models have been proposed to improve calling and sorting such polymorphisms ([@ref-46]; [@ref-176]; [@ref-239]; [@ref-279]) and, although results of different studies vary ([@ref-153]; [@ref-176]), estimation of individual, naturally occurring haplotypes has been shown to improve phylogenomic reconstructions based on genome-scale data ([@ref-4]).

### Rare genomic changes

As noted above, molecular phylogenetics has primarily used alignments of sequence-level data for phylogenetic inference. This bias is perhaps driven by the notion that genome evolution occurs by aggregating small changes, such as point substitutions, over time. However, this bias also responds to the challenges of characterizing rare genomic changes, such as indels, transpositions, inversions, and other large-scale genomic events ([@ref-261]; [@ref-22]; [@ref-20]). This emphasis on sequence data has produced a vast ecosystem of algorithms tailored to analyze such data, but most phylogeneticists would agree that rare genomic changes would be a welcome addition to the toolkit of phylogenomics, because they are generally regarded as highly informative markers, providing strong evidence of homology and monophyly ([@ref-22]; [@ref-257]). With the increased availability and affordability of WGS, our view of genome plasticity has changed drastically in recent years and we are now capable of exploring other genomic features beyond the signals encapsulated in DNA or amino acid sequences (e.g., [@ref-273]). The question then arises of how to identify and utilize these rare genomic markers, as well and assess their phylogenetic informativeness ([@ref-261]; [@ref-144]). Genome-level characters will likely have different evolutionary properties than sequence-based markers, suggesting that one of the biggest challenges we face for incorporating genomic changes into phylogenetic analyses is to find informative evolutionary models and tools suited for these kinds of data and assess how congruent or discordant they are with respect to other markers (e.g., [@ref-271]). This will not only shed light on how phylogenetically informative different genomic changes are, but also will broaden our understanding of the evolutionary intricacies across different genomic regions ([@ref-260]; [@ref-167]).

### Gene order and synteny

Computational algorithms to use gene order and rearrangements as markers in phylogenetics ([@ref-311]; [@ref-87]; [@ref-148]) were spurred in part by the seminal paper by [@ref-23] using mitochondrial gene rearrangements to understand the phylogeny of arthropods. Initially, algorithms for making use of gene order and synteny were applied primarily to microbial genomes, but recent efforts have extended such methods to the analysis of eukaryotes as well (see [@ref-175]). Gene order and synteny appear most promising at high phylogenetic levels, although we still do not know how informative gene order will be at many levels. For instance, chromosomal rearrangements appear highly dynamic in some groups, such as mammals, and further study of their use in phylogenomics is warranted ([@ref-217]).

### Indels and transpositions

Indels and transpositions are two types of molecular characters that are underutilized in phylogenomics. The former perhaps because standard methods of analysis often treat indels as missing data and the latter because they are technically challenging to collect without whole-genome data. Indels have been used sporadically in phylogenomics and several researchers have argued for their utility and informativeness, given appropriate analytical tools ([@ref-128]; [@ref-10]; [@ref-265]). [@ref-218] used indels in protein-coding regions to bolster estimates of mammalian phylogeny and found that the Atlantogenata hypothesis was supported after scrutinizing proteome-wide indels for spurious alignments and orthology. The Avian Phylogenomics Project ([@ref-338]) found that indels had less homoplasy than SNPs and, despite showing high levels of ILS, was largely congruent with other markers across the avian tree. Transposable elements arguably are even more highly favored by phylogenomics researchers, but are much more difficult to isolate and analyze and have been used principally across various studies in mammals and birds ([@ref-140]; [@ref-34]; [@ref-150]; [@ref-307]; [@ref-12]; [@ref-36]). Whereas they are generally considered to have a low rate of homoplasy, most researchers agree that they can in some circumstances exhibit insertional homoplasy. Moreover, no marker is immune to the challenges of ILS, and transposable elements and indels are no exception ([@ref-198]; [@ref-308]). Still, the exceptional resolution afforded by some studies employing transposable elements is exciting, and we expect this marker type to increase in use as whole genomes are collected with higher frequency.

### Copy number variations

The 1000 Genomes Project estimates that in humans about 20 million base pairs are affected by structural variants, including copy number variations (CNV) and large deletions ([@ref-312]), suggesting that these types of mutations encompass a higher fraction of the human genome than do SNPs. A CNV is a DNA segment of at least one kilobase (kb) that varies in copy number compared with a reference genome ([@ref-253]). CNVs appear as deletions, insertions, duplications, and complex multi-site variants ([@ref-81]). Such a profusion of CNVs across human genomes has proven useful in tracking population structure ([@ref-287]), but still remains underappreciated in phylogenetics.

Newly available methods allow inference of CNV at high resolution with great accuracy ([@ref-326]). The frequency with which CNVs occur in animal and plant populations raises the question of how informative they would be at higher phylogenetic levels, and whether they would incur unwanted homoplasy that would obscure homology and phylogenetic relationships. For example, some CNVs evolve so quickly that they can be used with success at the sub-individual level, for example, in tracking clonal evolution of cancer cells using CNV-specific phylogenetic methods (e.g., [@ref-280]; [@ref-174]; [@ref-256]; [@ref-319]). Moreover, their interspecific variation has been shown to correlate with the phylogeny of some groups, such as the highly pathogenic and rapidly-evolving barley powdery mildews ([@ref-80]). However, such fast evolution may mean that these markers might be less useful at higher levels of biological organization. Additionally, the adaptive nature of CNVs may or may not facilitate clear phylogenetic signals. For example, a study in *Arabidopsis thaliana* showed that adaptation to novel environments, or to varying temperatures, is associated with mutations in CNVs ([@ref-49]). If CNVs are to become a useful tool in phylogenomics or phylogeography, we must understand their microevolutionary properties in greater detail. For example, the pattern of evolution of CNVs, wherein deletions of genetic material may not easily revert, resulting in a type of Dollo evolution, might help clarify the overall structure of the models applied to them ([@ref-258]; [@ref-96]).

Recent advances in the generation of high-throughput sequence data and their impact on the reconstruction of the Tree of Life
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As sequencing technology rapidly moves forward (reviewed by [@ref-88]), our ability to accurately identify the aforementioned marker types increases considerably. For instance, the low per-base error rate of short-read sequencing technologies, such as the Illumina HiSeq X Ten and NovaSeq (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA), allow for a significant reduction in the cost of sequencing which can result in data for more taxa at a higher coverage. This is certainly beneficial for the accurate identification of SNPs, heterozygosity, and intra-individual site polymorphisms ([@ref-88]) and their use in a phylogenomic context. Moreover, single molecule real-time sequencing technologies, such as Pacific Biosciences (Pacific Biosciences of California, Menlo Park, CA, USA) and Oxford Nanopore (Oxford Nanopore Technologies, Oxford, UK) produce reads that exceed 10 kb ([@ref-255]; [@ref-186]). The advent of these technologies has led to improved and more efficient assembly methods that allow accurate identification of structural changes (e.g., [@ref-141]; [@ref-207]). When combined with data resulting from short-read sequencing, they represent a powerful tool to correctly identify and use a wide array of genomic markers for numerous purposes. These technical advances, which include portable devices that can be carried into the field (i.e., Oxford Nanopore; [@ref-132]), will certainly yield an increase in the genomic loci and taxa available for genomic and phylogenomic studies.

Concepts and Models in Phylogenomics
====================================

For decades, phylogenetics has struggled with how best to translate evolutionary changes in DNA sequences and other characters into phylogenies, and genomic data are no exception to this trend. Phylogenomics is still in a developing stage of formulating models that effectively represent the underlying mechanisms for genome-scale variation while remaining efficient and within reasonable analytical and bioinformatic capacities. The current focus on models and evolutionary forces generating the patterns that we recover as branching and reticulation events in our phylogenetic reconstructions is a healthy one and can be extended to other important topics in phylogenomics, such as species delimitation, character mapping, and trait evolution (e.g., [@ref-332]). All of these areas are developing rapidly and are in need of updated models and bioinformatics applications to cope with the heterogeneity brought by genome-scale data.

The multispecies coalescent model
---------------------------------

One of the key practical advances in molecular phylogenetics has been the incorporation of gene tree stochasticity into the inference of species phylogenies, via the multispecies coalescent model (MSC: [@ref-248]; [@ref-177]; [@ref-106]). The MSC allows gene trees to be inferred with their own histories, including coalescent-appropriate branching models, but contained within independent yet connected lineages within a species phylogeny, with speciation-appropriate branching models ([@ref-51]). The main conceptual advance has been to understand and separately manage the variation at different levels of biological organization---an advance that began years ago ([@ref-56]; [@ref-188]; [@ref-225]), but has only recently been widely embraced and put into practice ([@ref-61]). Given its ability to accommodate heterogeneous histories across loci scattered throughout the genome, the MSC lays at the core of the conceptual framework to deal with genome-scale data (e.g., [@ref-249]; [@ref-180]). In the few instances in which model comparison and fit has been evaluated ([@ref-177]; [@ref-64]), the MSC vastly outperforms concatenation. This of course does not mean that the MSC is the correct, or even an adequate, model for phylogenomic data ([@ref-254]). Despite concerns regarding some of its implementations when dealing with genomic data (e.g., [@ref-297]), the MSC is a powerful theoretical model for phylogenomics and there is room for refinement and improvement for its applications (e.g., [@ref-66], [@ref-331]).

Bypassing full likelihood models by relying on summaries of the coalescent process
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Given the huge computational resources required for modelling all the complexities of evolutionary processes in a statistical framework, there is interest in methods that will accommodate genome-scale data for large numbers of species within a coalescent framework. The utility of such methods cannot be overstated: the rapid rise of large-scale genomic data sets has clearly outstripped theoretical and computational methods required to analyze them. For example, although progress is being made regarding scalability of full Bayesian methods of species phylogeny inference (e.g., [@ref-222]), they are still unable to accommodate large phylogenomic datasets, which often consist of hundreds of species for thousands of loci ([Table S1](#supp-1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A common approach to speeding up species phylogeny inference consists of 'two-step' methods, wherein gene trees are estimated first and separately from the species phylogeny; then, using various summaries of the coalescent process for collections of gene trees, a species phylogeny is estimated. Many useful methods for estimating species phylogenies in this way have been proposed (see [@ref-197]; [@ref-178]; [@ref-210]; [@ref-209]), taking advantage of summary statistics of the coalescent process, such as the average ranks of pairs of species in the collection of gene trees (e.g., STAR: [@ref-182]; ASTRAL-II: [@ref-210]) or the distribution of gene trees containing triplets of species (e.g., MP-EST; [@ref-181]). Some of these two-step methods, while approximate, nonetheless allow for statistical testing in a likelihood framework. For example, MP-EST can evaluate the (pseudo)likelihood of two proposed species phylogenies given a collection of gene trees and the difference in likelihood can be used to evaluate two proposed species phylogenies against each other. However, such statistical approaches have rarely been used thus far, and bootstrapping or approximate posterior probabilities on branches are by far the most common statistics applied to species phylogenies ([@ref-277]). Speeding up the estimation process using two-step methods can be effective, but it can also accumulate errors or misallocate sources of variance which cannot be corrected at later stages ([@ref-331]). If gene trees are biased or uninformative, then downstream analyses for species phylogeny estimation or species delimitation may similarly be compromised (e.g., [@ref-223]). For example, MP-EST can sometimes perform poorly when PhyML ([@ref-95]) is used to build low-information gene trees because PhyML may produce biased gene trees when the alignments contain very similar sequences ([@ref-329]). This may account for the lower performance of MP-EST compared to ASTRAL in some simulation conditions, because ASTRAL resolves input polytomies and zero-length branches in gene trees more appropriately. This difference between MP-EST and ASTRAL is eliminated when RAxML ([@ref-302]) is used to build gene trees ([@ref-329]).

Beyond the multispecies coalescent model
----------------------------------------

### Reticulation at multiple levels challenges the standard multispecies coalescent model

The phylogenetic processes of branching and reticulation can operate at several levels of organization, including within genes, within genomes, and within populations or species ([Figs. 3](#fig-3){ref-type="fig"}--[5](#fig-5){ref-type="fig"}). For example, recombination can cause reticulations within genes, allopolyploidization can cause reticulations at the level of whole genomes, and introgression and hybridization can cause reticulations at the level of populations. These levels are nested so that branching processes (and in part reticulations) acting at a higher level will cause correlated branching patterns at lower levels. At the same time, reticulations at lower levels, such as recombination acting within genes, will cause inference problems at higher levels, such as estimating population histories. Crucially, however, it is only recombination that will break one key element driving many recent models of phylogenetics and population histories, namely dichotomous gene trees. Reticulations at levels of organization higher than the genome, such as the fusing of populations, as well as gene duplication, will still yield collections of dichotomous gene trees, even if the higher-level history is reticulated. Ultimately, the additive effects of these reticulate processes result in our observed phylogenetic reconstructions, and we expect all of these scenarios to produce bifurcating, dichotomous gene trees. From a modelling point of view, another key distinction is whether at the species level, we still have a phylogeny that is tree-like, or whether a network is needed. The process whereby two populations jointly produce a third requires a network to model properly. Allopolyploidy is another situation requiring a network. There are several statistical methods for inferring homoploid networks ([@ref-333]; [@ref-292]; [@ref-336]; [@ref-323]), species histories under allopolyploidy ([@ref-138]), and some two-step methods such as PADRE ([@ref-121]; [@ref-185]). In general, dealing with multiple simultaneous violations of the MSC, such as introgression and allopolyploidy, remains challenging ([@ref-50]). It is likely that the history of many radiations involves parts of the genome with a dichotomous history and parts that exhibit reticulation, demanding methods that accommodate both scenarios. Alternatively, rather than trying to accommodate multiple processes in our methods for phylogenetic inference, we might instead focus our attention on subsets of loci that would not violate the MSC (e.g., [@ref-146]). In cases where processes other than ILS contribute to gene tree discord (i.e., the distribution of trees is statistically inconsistent with expectations under the MSC; see [@ref-290]), loci consistent with the MSC can be identified (e.g., separated from loci with horizontal gene transfer) using CLASSIPHY ([@ref-119]). It has also been suggested that in order to distinguish violations of the MSC, the MSC can be used as a null model to be compared with increasingly complex models that would invoke processes such as hybridization and recombination using networks ([@ref-50]). To follow this promising approach, further research must be conducted to not only model specific processes, but also distinguish them.

![Some examples of violations of the multispecies coalescent.\
In event A, there is gene flow; in event B there is homoploid hybridization; in event C, there is a gene duplication; and in event D, incomplete lineage sorting. All of these processes contribute to gene tree heterogeneity but fall outside the standard multispecies coalescent model. Importantly, all of these processes also yield strictly dichotomous gene trees, whereas recombination (not illustrated here) does not.](peerj-07-6399-g003){#fig-3}

![Gene duplication and loss (GDL) creates patterns that can mimic incomplete lineage sorting and other processes, leading to spurious inferences of the species history.\
Genes and genomes of three species A, B, and C. Multi-colored bars show (parts of) their genomes with a number of loci indicated in different colors. The orange gene is duplicated in species A and it was lost in species B. The blue gene was duplicated before the divergence between species A and the ancestor of species B and C. However, one of these copies was lost in species A, whereas both copies were maintained in species B and C. Reconstruction of the orange gene tree based on extant diversity will yield a wrong inference of its history due to the absence of data for species B. On the other hand, a phylogenetic reconstruction of the blue gene is difficult to predict. Depending on which of the duplicates are sampled for species B and C, different outcomes can be expected regarding the relationship among the three species. The duplication and loss history of these two genes may cause serious issues for phylogenetic reconstruction because no specific pattern can be expected between them.](peerj-07-6399-g004){#fig-4}

![Complex patterns of gene lineages with polyploidization and interspecific gene flow.\
Genes and genomes of four species A, B, C and D. Multi-colored bars show (parts of) genomes with a number of loci indicated in different colors. Two gene trees, one orange and one blue, evolve within the species network. Species B is an allopolyploid containing two genomes.](peerj-07-6399-g005){#fig-5}

Models accommodating dichotomous divergence with gene flow are somewhat limited. For example, in IMa2 ([@ref-109]; [@ref-110]; [@ref-108]) the species phylogeny must be known and fairly small; in the method of [@ref-42], both the species phylogeny and gene trees are restricted to three tips. Looking forward, it may be useful to deal with two sub-problems: The first is estimating the species phylogeny despite migration, for example by identifying which loci are interfering with the species phylogeny inference or causing reticulations in the form of gene flow. The second sub-problem is to incorporate a gradual speciation process ([Fig. 6](#fig-6){ref-type="fig"}), where gene flow after speciation slowly declines, perhaps according to some simple function like an exponential. Such a model would capture what is thought to be a more common speciation process than the instantaneous process modelled by the MSC ([@ref-135]).

![Gradual speciation, or isolation-with migration.\
After starting to split, gene flow between species decreases gradually. Such a gradual decrease in the extent of gene flow between species might present an especially useful extension of the standard multispecies coalescent model. Colors depict different gene pools and their gradual change along branches describes how species gradually differentiate despite the existence of migration over time. Thickness and color intensity of arrows show that gene flow becomes weaker as species gradually isolate.](peerj-07-6399-g006){#fig-6}

In some cases, it is possible to model one situation with either a species network or a tree with gene flow. [@ref-184] discussed two models of admixture: Intermixture and gene flow ([Fig. 7](#fig-7){ref-type="fig"}). The phylogenetics community has mainly focused on methods for inference under the intermixture model (e.g., the multispecies network coalescent; [@ref-333], whereas the population genetics community has focused more on models including gene flow (e.g., IM ([@ref-110]), G-PhoCS ([@ref-339]), PHRAPL ([@ref-340]), admixture graphs)). While some initial work to test inference based on one of these models on data generated by the other has recently appeared ([@ref-323]; [@ref-293]; [@ref-342]; [@ref-335]), much more work is needed to bring together these two lines of work. Simulations and comparisons of observed and expected summary statistics, such as the site-frequency spectrum ([@ref-69]), have proven especially useful in distinguishing such scenarios ([Fig. 7](#fig-7){ref-type="fig"}).

![Two possible species phylogenies producing similar observations at present time.\
(A) species tree with gene flow. (B) Species network with homoploid hybridization. Distinguishing two such scenarios usually requires simulations and comparison of observed and expected summary statistics.](peerj-07-6399-g007){#fig-7}

Reticulation in the form of gene flow or introgression is probably the most difficult violation of the MSC to address (but see [@ref-111] for a model that estimates the timing and direction of introgression based on the multispecies network coalescent), in part because the number of potential trees accommodating a reticulating network is even higher than the already high number of trees for a given number of taxa. There is at least one issue where reticulation presents an opportunity as well as a challenge. Any kind of gene flow/hybridization means that there is the possibility of inferring the existence of extinct species, because extinct species contribute novel alleles that exceed the coalescence time of most alleles in the focal species under study ([@ref-99]). Well-known examples are the documented presence of Neanderthal genes in most human genomes due to introgression (e.g., [@ref-208]) and the presence of genomes derived from now-extinct diploids in extant allopolyploids (i.e. meso-allopolyploids; e.g., [@ref-194]; [@ref-196]). Some current models can explain the data as containing genetic information from extinct species, but they do not model the full species phylogeny: such a generalized approach seems a promising avenue to explore.

### Polyploidy and the challenges of analyzing gene duplication and loss

The MSC model describes well allelic lineages and the mutations they accumulate ([Fig. 3](#fig-3){ref-type="fig"}; [@ref-51]; [@ref-179]). The simple MSC model is challenging to apply to evolutionary events in which the evolving entities (genes or paralogs) duplicate and occasionally go extinct during the evolutionary history of the populations/species and thus cannot be sampled in contemporary population or species. Estimating the existence and number of these "ghost" lineages remains challenging. For example, how can we detect duplication events if one of the duplicated loci is lost in descendant lineages? In the case of polyploidy, two (or more) genomes having separate evolutionary histories end up together in a single individual. What consequences for evolutionary history do genomic conflicts and dosage variation in gene expression impose? Polyploidy also raises technical issues, such as whether or not homoeologous sequences are recovered in standard genomic surveys.

The complication that GDL brings to the inference of species phylogenies has long been recognized ([@ref-78]). It is therefore surprising that practical solutions to the problem of GDL are almost non-existent, with empirical examples usually based on ad hoc methods and deductions. Ancient duplications where most additional copies are retained in descendent species can be fairly easy to diagnose based on phylogeny ([@ref-224]; [@ref-233]). However, resolving duplications becomes more difficult when copy number changes quickly ([@ref-9]), or when duplications are recent and copy loss is complete or nearly so, thus returning the locus to a single-copy state ([@ref-247]). In the latter case, the phylogenetic pattern can mimic that of ILS and become indistinguishable from it ([@ref-296]), generally leaving no trace at all of the loss.

Why is GDL so challenging to implement in theory? The topological and coalescent-time similarities between ILS and GDL complicates extending the MSC to include both processes, unless copy number exceeds one in at least some samples ([Fig. 4](#fig-4){ref-type="fig"}). Assuming that allelic and homoeologous variation is not confused with the copy number of independently duplicated genes, at the very least, duplicated genes could be handled as independent loci with missing data for some samples with MSC inference. When copy loss is complete, or when the duplication is so recent so as to conflate allelic versus copy variation, these GDL loci have little effect on species phylogeny inference and divergence times, especially if the algorithms used employ averages over coalescence times or other parameters across many gene trees ([@ref-182]; [@ref-296]). At high proportions, though, they may cause serious issues for phylogenetic reconstruction, because the unexpected positions of gene duplications in a species phylogeny, coupled with random copy loss, means that no specific pattern is expected among the affected gene trees ([Fig. 4](#fig-4){ref-type="fig"}). This scenario contrasts with the retention of ancestral polymorphisms, where we know that branches in short species phylogenies (in coalescent units) are the cause ([@ref-267]). Thus, we expect deeply coalescing lineages to occur in specific parts of a species phylogeny with a limited number of topological outcomes and branch lengths limited by effective population size, which is not the case for duplicated genes. A recent approach to identifying genes that are single copy, but have nonetheless been affected by GDL, was made using the genomic location of the loci ([@ref-296]), and could prove useful for distinguishing GDL and ILS.

### Recombination

All existing methods for coalescent estimation of species trees and networks make two important assumptions, namely that (1) there is free recombination between loci, and (2) there is no recombination within a locus. These two assumptions address a key concept distinguishing MSC models from concatenation or supermatrix models: it is the conditional independence of loci, mediated by recombination between loci, and not the ability to address ILS or discordance among genes per se. Moving forward, three important questions to address are: (1) How robust are methods to the presence of recombination within loci and/or to the violation of independence among loci? (2) How should we model recombination within the species phylogeny inference framework? and (3) How do we detect it and differentiate recombination-free loci?

Researchers have started to examine the first question and found a detectable effect of recombination only under extreme levels of ILS and gene tree heterogeneity (e.g., [@ref-159]). However, more analyses and studies are still needed to explore a wider range of factors and parameters that could affect phylogenetic inference when the assumption of recombination-free loci is violated (e.g., [@ref-173]). For answering the second question, one approach involves combining the multispecies coalescent with hidden Markov models (e.g., [@ref-117]). These methods suffer from the "state explosion problem", where individual states are needed for the different coalescent histories, and they increase rapidly with the number of taxa in the dataset, making them infeasible except for very small (\~4 taxa) datasets. New methods that scale to larger datasets are needed if such approaches are to be useful in practice. A different direction is to devise novel methods for inferring species phylogeny while assuming that the genealogies of the individual loci could take the form of an ancestral recombination graph (ARG: [@ref-91]; [@ref-284]; [@ref-251]).

Extending these approaches to address recombination would require the development of new models that significantly extend the multispecies coalescent to account for ARGs within the branches of a species phylogeny. For two-step species tree methods, this entails developing new methods that infer ARGs for the individual loci and methods that infer species phylogenies from collections of ARGs. For single-step Bayesian methods, novel developments are needed to sample species phylogenies, locus-specific ARGs, and their related parameters. It will also be important to better understand the conditions under which ignoring recombination will still yield reasonable estimates of phylogeny. Extending the theory to accommodate ARGs may be of intrinsic interest, but if the parameter space in which recombination is relevant is very small, then practitioners may be able to ignore recombination.

Species concepts and delimitation
---------------------------------

Coalescent methods have played an important role in the development and critical evaluation of species delimitation methods because they provide hypotheses for species boundaries based on genetic data and be integrated with phenotypic data (e.g., [@ref-294]). Irrespective of traditional species concepts, it is essential that the entities at the tips of the species tree do not violate the assumptions of the MSC, wherein species are defined mathematically (e.g., [@ref-248], [@ref-51]): the branches of the species tree constitute species or populations that do not exchange genes. However, the MSC model also carries strict assumptions about the divergence process if the delimited units are to be interpreted as species. Specifically, it is important to emphasize that in the "standard" MSC model, these species represent populations that, immediately after divergence, no longer experience gene flow. Therefore, the species of the MSC model do not necessarily correspond with species as a taxonomic rank, defined by traditional species concepts ([@ref-106]): "MSC" species could simply be populations by other criteria, so long as they have ceased to exchange genes, even for a short period of time. In other words, a species tree built under the MSC might then be interpreted as a depiction of the history of the barriers to gene flow among diverging structured populations and this may be particularly true when there is dense spatial and genomic sampling across individuals ([@ref-309]). Therefore, in those species tree methods requiring a priori assignments of individuals to species, such assignments may strongly influence the inferred species phylogeny, in the same way that hybridization will have serious consequences on an estimated species phylogeny ([@ref-165]).

Recently, several MSC-based methods that have the ability to simultaneously perform species delimitation and estimate the species phylogenies have been developed and implemented (e.g., [@ref-332]; [@ref-137]; [@ref-134]). These methods seem to consistently recover the correct number of "MSC species" given the assumptions of the model. However, it is probable that the assumption of no gene flow between the descendant populations is often violated and that most reproductive isolation processes are gradual or episodic rather than sudden and permanent (e.g., [@ref-268]). There is thus need for methods that perform simultaneous species phylogeny estimation and assignment of individuals to species while considering the limitations of the MSC ([@ref-137]).

If one prefers a species concept that affirms that most recently diverged populations are necessarily reproductively isolated, current methods will overestimate the number of species as defined by traditional species concepts and will likely reveal instead intraspecific population structure ([@ref-309]). [@ref-315] used DISSECT ([@ref-137]) but also employed checks as to the integrity of various hypotheses of species boundaries suggested by the data. From a computational point of view, any species delimitation method will need an operational definition of species. Therefore, a possible development of MSC-based species delimitation methods could be allowing migration and assuming that speciation is complete when a certain proportion of the migrations is reached or when the migration rate is sufficiently low. However, this solution will not be suited for the protracted speciation model because other kinds of information besides the movement of genes will still be needed to identify when a clade becomes reproductively isolated. Possibly the best way to avoid confusion is to restrict the word "species" to taxonomy and base it on multiple sources of information which are synthesized in an integrative fashion ([@ref-45]; [@ref-327]; [@ref-11]; [@ref-294]), and refer to the reproductively isolated units of MSC analysis as "MSC units" or "MSC taxa".

Models at the Intersection of Phylogenomics and Macroevolution
==============================================================

At the intersection of phylogenomics and macroevolution, phylogeneticists aim at shedding light on how patterns of organismal diversity have been generated and maintained through time. The former focuses primarily on building phylogenies, whereas the latter uses them to study the tempo and mode of diversification over time. In many important respects, these two sub-disciplines have remained distinct and non-communicative. On the one hand, phylogenomics and phylogeography have not exhaustively aimed to address the type of questions---related to diversification and trait evolution---that macroevolution focuses on. On the other hand, macroevolution ignores many kinds of complexities inherent to the phylogeny building process that phylogenomics has recently begun to address.

Macroevolutionary models focus on long-term processes, in terms of both species richness and phenotypic diversity. They rely on two types of models: birth-death models of diversification aimed at understanding how and why speciation and extinction rates vary through time and across lineages ([@ref-107]; [@ref-220]; see [@ref-300] and [@ref-215] for review) and models of trait evolution aimed at understanding the mode and tempo of phenotypic evolution ([@ref-72]; see [@ref-231] and [@ref-193] for reviews). These models are typically constructed at the level of species, ignoring the populations or individuals that constitute these species (but see [@ref-192] and [@ref-270] for exceptions). As a consequence, microevolutionary processes, such as coalescence, have informed phylogenetic methods for building phylogenies more so than have macroevolutionary methods that use them. For example, the most widely used phylogenetic dating methods generally do not acknowledge the critical distinction between speciation times, which are usually of primary interest, and coalescence times, which are often assumed to represent speciation times but in fact represent events older than the divergence of the species concerned ([@ref-62]; [@ref-54]; [@ref-7]). In addition, macroevolutionary models are fit to species phylogenies (diversification models) or a combination of species phylogenies and phenotypic data (trait evolution models), most often assuming that evolution is best represented by a species tree, not a network (but see [@ref-131]; [@ref-16]; [@ref-293] for models of trait evolution on networks), and that the species phylogeny is known. Nearly all models that use phylogenies to study character evolution assume a single underlying species phylogeny on which characters evolve. But it has become evident recently that different characters in principle have different phylogenies, for the same reason that genes themselves might have different phylogenies ([@ref-98]). Analyzing incongruences between character evolution inferred from the species tree versus from gene trees that are more directly linked to the character under study would provide a refined understanding of character evolution. Recent work on the phylogeny of quantitative characters may be helpful in this endeavor ([@ref-75]).

Developing research projects that integrate the heterogeneity inherent in phylogenomics and macroevolution will bring important new insights into the evolutionary process. For example, developing diversification and phenotypic evolution models to be fit to networks rather than dichotomous trees will allow estimates of rates of hybrid speciation and phenotypic evolution as well as a better understanding of factors influencing such rates ([@ref-16]). Embracing genetic heterogeneity and the incongruence between gene trees and species phylogenies when applying macroevolutionary models could help us to better understand how speciation proceeds, and also to analyze the coupling between genetic and phenotypic evolution (e.g., is phenotypic convergence coupled or not with genetic convergence in relevant genes?). Developing macroevolutionary models accounting for within-species heterogeneity linked to biogeography could help us understand how biogeographic structuring influences speciation, extinction, and phenotypic evolution.

More generally, evolutionary biologists have yet to thoroughly explore the type of new questions that we are going to be able to address if we are given genomic data at the tips of all species from a phylogeny. Such data could allow us to gain an integrative understanding of three fundamental aspects of evolution: evolution at the molecular level, at the phenotypic level, and at the clade level, as well as the links among them. Are rates of evolution at these three levels correlated? If so, how? Do features of genomes or of genome evolution, such as quantity of transposable elements, substitution rates, number of gene duplications, influence rates of diversification and phenotypic evolution? Clearly, we are only at the beginning of exploring these new possibilities.

Mapping trait evolution on heterogeneous genomic datasets
---------------------------------------------------------

Mapping the genomic basis of phenotypic traits is a major trend in evolutionary biology today ([@ref-68]; [@ref-116]). Such mapping can be conducted in the context of populations of a single species or, increasingly, via comparisons of species on a phylogeny (e.g., [@ref-112]; [@ref-195]). Phylogenetic genome-wide association ("PhyloGWAS") methods identify genomic features in coding or non-coding DNA that exhibit unusual patterns of evolution on branches concerned with repeated evolution of phenotypes, thereby drawing connections between the genomic and phenotypic levels ([@ref-229]). Such phylogenomic mapping usually assumes a single phylogeny, the species phylogeny, as a framework for analysis, and therefore ignores genomic heterogeneity. To make PhyloGWAS mapping most efficient it might be more appropriate to use the local topology in the genome for inference and estimation of ancestral states. Estimating genotype-phenotype associations solely on the species phylogeny might yield misleading results regarding the origin and evolution of phenotypic traits ([@ref-98]; [@ref-206]; [@ref-94]). Heterogeneity across gene histories has been traditionally considered as "biological noise" when using comparative genomics to map traits, but of course such heterogeneity is the focus of gene mapping efforts at lower taxonomic levels. A recently proposed application of the MSC for quantitative traits, accounting for genealogical heterogeneity improves downstream estimates of mean trait values, phylogenetic signal, and evolutionary rates of traits ([@ref-205]). Furthermore, genome-wide or gene-specific selective sweeps associated with the evolution of a particular phenotypic trait are a major source of genetic heterogeneity among closely related populations or species, and can be captured using outlier statistics, such as Fst or Dxy ([@ref-229]). Such selective sweep mapping of genes with large phenotypic effect can now be accomplished with high resolution and precision in genomically poorly studied organisms ([@ref-158]). Apart from providing valuable knowledge on the genetic basis of trait diversification, such data are providing increasing support to the fact that cases of genetic heterogeneity can be profitably used in the effort to understand and resolve evolutionary history, rather than considering it "biological noise." Such thinking needs to be incorporated into comparative genomics more frequently (e.g., [@ref-205]).

Tree-free methods of character evolution
----------------------------------------

We have seen that incorporating phylogenetic heterogeneity is a challenge for macroevolutionary models of character evolution. At the other end of the spectrum are a class of methods (so called "tree-free methods") that attempt to draw inferences and principles about trait evolution without assuming a particular phylogeny. The common situation when analyzing character or trait data correlated by a phylogeny is to assume a stochastic process for the trait, commonly a variation of the Brownian motion (BM; [@ref-73]) or Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU; [@ref-100]) processes. Then, using the estimated phylogeny and measured trait data for each species, the parameters of various evolutionary processes---trait variation, patterns and rates of change, etc.---are estimated, often using maximum-likelihood or Bayesian approaches (see [@ref-231] and [@ref-193] for reviews). However, given the various logistical and technical challenges of inferring robust phylogenies, exploring tree-free methods might represent a useful mechanism for guiding the study of character evolution for certain groups.

Tree-free comparative methods work by integrating over the space of trees (under a given branching process model). For example, under a pure birth model and with enough tip measurements, the optimum value of the OU process can be estimated as the sample average ([@ref-14]). Similar results have now been derived for other models of tree growth that include extinction ([@ref-2]; [@ref-3]; [@ref-6]). Similarly, the rate of adaptation under the OU process, often modeled as the stationary variance---the ratio of the squared "rate of evolution" (sigma parameter in the OU model) and twice the "rate of adaptation" (the alpha parameter) can be estimated as the sample variance ([@ref-14]). Teasing sigma and alpha apart, however, requires a tree. The key parameter of the BM model, the rate of evolution, is similarly estimable directly from the trait sample ([@ref-15]; [@ref-40]), whereas the root state cannot be consistently estimated without a tree ([@ref-5]; [@ref-274]). In addition to providing tree-free estimators of some model parameters, the studies mentioned above also derived Central Limit Theorems that allow computing confidence intervals around these point estimates as well as the sample sizes needed to obtain reliable estimates.

Extinct and unsampled species
-----------------------------

A notable case when phylogenomics and macroevolution do meet is in the treatment of extinct or unsampled species in phylogenetic reconstruction and dating. Despite the avalanche of genomic data for an increasing number of species, we still lack sequence data for most species, making it difficult to place them in a phylogeny. Some researchers (e.g., [@ref-130]; [@ref-314]) have used a combination of consensus trees and current taxonomic classifications to impute the phylogenetic relationships of unsampled species. In this case, polytomies are often resolved by using distributions of branching times obtained from macroevolutionary birth-death models ([@ref-154]). While we appreciate the value of these approaches given the real logistic difficulties researchers face as they attempt to obtain samples from around the globe and that methods are now easily applicable, such approaches have generated well-founded concerns about biases in our inferences ([@ref-44]; [@ref-246]) and the extent of these biases remain largely unknown ([@ref-230]). Nonetheless, there are methods that can objectively alleviate issues arising from using incomplete phylogenies in downstream phylogenetic comparative analyses. For example, recent results using conditioned birth-death processes (e.g., [@ref-85], [@ref-86]; [@ref-274]) show that under constant rate processes the size of the clade contributes information on the height of the tree and also on the coalescence times. Such results can be used to improve the calibration and node dating of the phylogeny when some species are not sampled. One would expect that ignoring the non-sequenced species would incur a bias resulting in shorter tree heights, because less time is usually required to generate fewer tips. Conditioned branching process models can help alleviate this bias. Also, macroevolutionary birth-death models are used as branching process priors in Bayesian molecular dating. The availability of likelihood expressions for incompletely sampled phylogenies ([@ref-299]; [@ref-301]; [@ref-216]) thus allow to date phylogenies while accounting for the fact that we have observed only a certain fraction of unsampled species.

An important source of genetic data for extinct and unsampled species comes from ancient DNA. Current methods now allow sequencing ancestral DNA and incorporating it into phylogenomic, phylogeographic, and population genetic analyses (reviewed by [@ref-171]), and even obtaining wholegenomes from various samples dating back up to a few thousand years (e.g., [@ref-187]; [@ref-37]). The paleontological and paleobiological records represent another source of extinct species for which genomic data is out of reach. Having the opportunity of integrating the temporal and phylogenetic information of extinct data provided by fossils into phylogenomic estimates of extant diversity is a crucial task toward a complete ToL (reviewed by [@ref-123]). Besides the possibility of placing fossil data into phylogenetic trees, a growing field of development is that of time-scaling phylogenies using fossil data. Traditionally, node-dating methods have used fossils to bound the minimum age of nodes at the base of extant clades in which fossils likely belong based on morphological comparisons (reviewed by [@ref-151]) or estimated fossil ages have been used to post-hoc-scale branch lengths ([@ref-275]; [@ref-291]; [@ref-13]). However, there is an increasing interest in simultaneously performing phylogenetic inference and time-scaling phylogenies ([@ref-241]; [@ref-266]; [@ref-104]). These methods, known as tip-dating, have the advantage of accommodating phylogenetic uncertainty implemented in a Bayesian model-based framework ([@ref-123]) and have been implemented in several groups spanning a wide temporal scale (e.g., [@ref-241]; [@ref-243]; [@ref-266]; [@ref-104]; [@ref-288]; [@ref-162]; [@ref-199]). Lastly, these phylogenies containing both extinct and extant diversity serve as framework to conduct robust diversification and trait evolution studies ([@ref-122]; [@ref-231]; [@ref-242]).

Building, Updating and Sustaining the Tree of Life
==================================================

Scalability challenges
----------------------

Inferring the phylogeny of all living organisms represents a different challenge than inferring the relationships of just a few terminals; often the scale at which new methods are developed and tested is on this latter scale. For instance, for eukaryotes alone, recent conservative estimates indicate that there are \~8.7 million species on Earth and only 9--14% of them have been formally described ([@ref-214]). Furthermore, out of 2.6 million taxa currently represented in the Open Tree of Life (<https://tree.opentreeoflife.org;> [@ref-115]), only \~55,000 were gathered from hard-data phylogenies, whereas phylogenetic affinities of the rest were inferred from current taxonomic classifications ([@ref-204], [@ref-203]). These observations suggest that the vast majority of taxa on Earth still await formal taxonomic description and placement in the ToL ([@ref-214]; [@ref-203]). As mentioned above, one common challenge that phylogeneticists encounter is the difficulty in accessing samples from rare, endangered, or extinct taxa, particularly in countries where collecting and exporting is difficult. Recent genomic techniques now allow successful results in obtaining valuable ancient DNA data from museum specimens (e.g., [@ref-298]; [@ref-125]; [@ref-202]; [@ref-201]; [@ref-272]), and here, we advocate for routine use of these resources to improve taxon sampling, enhance research in phylogenomics and phylogeography, and increase awareness and usefulness of natural history collections.

Despite the great increase in the generation of genomic data across organisms, we are often limited to fast and efficient but simpler, less realistic phylogenetic methods and assumptions, such as IQ-Tree ([@ref-221]), PhyloBayes ([@ref-163]), and ExaML ([@ref-149]), to deal with large, heterogeneous datasets. The main downside of these options is that they are not a full coalescent framework and thus far rely on data concatenation. Fully coalescent methods, such as the popular phylogenetic software program \*BEAST ([@ref-106]), are not capable of dealing with more than a few hundred taxa and some dozen loci at a time for a common analysis, and only recently the release of StarBeast2 allows for the use of thousands of loci for tens of taxa ([@ref-222]). To tackle this problem, we encourage the continuing development of methods that are fully scalable and ideally only increase analytical time linearly rather than exponentially with the number of taxa and loci. Phylogenetic methods should also be fully parallelizable (in order to run natively in computer clusters) and contain checkpoints, i.e., be able to resume the analyses from the latest logged file in case an analysis crashes or the user wishes to evaluate partial results. Another point of possible improvement is in dealing with new sequences to be added to a previously large dataset: should the analysis start from scratch, or could there be substantial time gains by letting those sequences find their placement in the phylogeny 'on the fly' (e.g., [@ref-286]).

Large scale phylogenies should ideally be based on the best (or most comprehensive) available datasets in terms of taxonomic and molecular sampling and be constructed from the data itself. However, even supermatrix inference conducted under a single analysis can add bias on tree heights and coalescence times when performed across unbalanced sampled clades (a very common case for species-rich clades or understudied taxa), and therefore affect downstream analyses that rely on these parameters (e.g., biogeography, trait evolution, diversification rates). Computing optimally populated datasets that combine the largest number of taxa and loci simultaneously is a complex mathematical problem, but recent approaches (e.g., SUPERSMART---[@ref-8]; PyPHLAWD---[@ref-289]) attempt to overcome it objectively, such as applying the knapsack problem to phylogenetics by packing the optimal choice of species and suitable alignments into a minimally sparse supermatrix.

Community initiatives
---------------------

Building the ToL is a grand challenge in molecular phylogenetics, and one that cannot be accomplished by a single person or institution's efforts. Several initiatives have been developed in recent years to coordinate efforts and provide the research community with synthetic information. A prominent project is the Open Tree of Life (<https://tree.opentreeoflife.org/>; [@ref-115]). This project provides a synthesis of previously published phylogenies merged through supertree and other grafting methods. One issue faced by the initiative is that it relies on authors uploading their phylogenetic trees to open data repositories, such as Dryad Data Repository (<http://datadryad.org/pages/organization>; [@ref-321]) or TreeBase ([@ref-276]; [@ref-236]), which at least until recently only occurred in about 17% of cases ([@ref-57]). Substantial curatorial efforts are also critical to facilitate reusability of deposited trees ([@ref-204]). A different approach was taken by [@ref-8], who developed a framework for continuously inferring time-calibrated large phylogenies from raw sequence data deposited in GenBank ([@ref-35]) in a multi-step method. Similarly, various tools have been developed to make information contained in the ToL available for the general public (e.g., [@ref-269]; [@ref-101]).

Mapping the Tree of Life
------------------------

While progress has been made in mapping species distributions at the large scale aiming for improved conservation practices (e.g., the Map of Life collaborative project; <https://mol.org/>), most initiatives do not map the tips of phylogenetic trees directly onto geographic space, and therefore are limited by current taxonomic knowledge. As spatial variation in biodiversity results from interactions between evolutionary history and environmental factors, explicit connections between the tips of the ToL and geographic ranges will greatly improve biogeographic inferences ([@ref-245]) and our understanding of biodiversity patterns and future trends. Advances in mapping the ToL through earth history using genomic-based phylogenetic inferences over broad scales and explicit spatial models (e.g., geophylogenies and continuous diffusion models: [@ref-142]) depend directly on locality data that should be made available in raw and ready-to-use formats. Data sharing policies for associated data, such as geographic coordinates and voucher information, is not well established among journals. We argue that editorial boards should try as best as possible to establish data policies that value and encourage the deposit of geographic data associated to vouchered specimens and other associated information available for future reference.

Best practices for building the Tree of Life
--------------------------------------------

### Data must be well curated in databases and publicly available

As we are now in the era of big data in biological sciences, adequate reproducibility must be a fundamental endeavor of biodiversity research. Therefore, data publication in open access repositories represents a powerful tool that not only ensures long-term storage and public availability for future research, but also serves as a vehicle for clarifying intellectual rights and scientific merits ([@ref-39]). Biocuration, the activity of organizing, representing, and making biological information accessible to both biologists and bioinformaticians, has now become an important consideration in building, updating, and sustaining the ToL ([@ref-203]). The exponential growth in the amount of genomic scale data and the increased dependence on the availability of each other\'s' data to answer complex biological questions means that there is a need for improved data management, analysis, and accessibility. GenBank has been the main open access repository for annotated collections of publicly available molecular data. Although the data stored in this database usually lists information such as organism of origin and publication details, the utility of molecular data in this database to answer multiple biological questions, such as biogeographic patterns of biodiversity, is often hampered by lack of associated information such as collection locality ([@ref-281]; [@ref-89]) or attachment to a specific voucher specimen. Moreover, recent surveys have shown that fewer than 20% of phylogenetic studies provide access to phylogenetic data (i.e., alignments and phylogenies) and when they do, critical biological information such as complete taxon names is missing ([@ref-58]; [@ref-189]).

We propose two urgent actions to advance this key field. First, authors should be encouraged to submit molecular data that is linked to voucher specimens deposited in recognized scientific collection and museums. Second, authors, journals, and curators should encourage all molecular data submitted to include information such as collection locality and details of voucher specimens. In this regard, other global initiatives such as the International Barcode of Life Project (iBOL; <http://www.ibolproject.org>) have had great success linking molecular data with morphological and distributional data. When all the data produced or published are curated to high standards and made accessible as soon as available, biological research will be able to process massive amounts of complex data much more quickly.

Submitting sequence and tree data during publication is now routine. However, making available all analytical methods such as software and code used to process and analyze data is less widely employed by the phylogenetic community. Facilities such as TreeBase, Dryad Digital Repository, and Github (<https://github.com/>) provide a platform for the curated storage of the data and bioinformatic pipelines underlying the scientific literature (see [@ref-204]; [@ref-203]). Authors and journals should require all published research to include links to raw data, processed data, and all analytical methods used to produce the results presented. In general, we advocate for following best practices of data management and publication to ensure the quality and utility of phylogenomic data and their associated biological information ([@ref-304]; [@ref-58]; [@ref-39]). In putting together [Fig. 2](#fig-2){ref-type="fig"}, for example, we found that basic information on a given phylogenomic study, such as the number of species or sequences analyzed, or the total number of base pairs in an alignment, were often not reported or difficult to recover; including such information in easy-to-access tables prior to article acceptance would greatly facilitate meta-analyses and syntheses as the number of studies grows ([Table S1](#supp-1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### The need for adequate curation of analytical tools

In the same way that data must be adequately stored and curated, analytical tools must be available for future use and should guarantee proper reproducibility ([@ref-328]; [@ref-43]; [@ref-341]). One of the reasons behind the dramatic increase in the number of phylogeographic and phylogenetic studies during the last 20 years is the proliferation of software and bioinformatic tools to process and analyze these data. Thanks to these new methods, it is now possible to implement a wide array of theoretical models that sustain the fields of phylogenomics and phylogeography. As stated above, genome-wide data have notoriously increased the necessity to expand our analytical models, ultimately leading to a stronger demand for computing resources ([@ref-43]). Given their key role in phylogenomic research, it is advisable that software development, documentation, and availability follow the best possible practices (e.g., [@ref-172]; [@ref-328]; [@ref-93]; [@ref-43]; [@ref-341]). Having both data and analytical tools adequately stored and accessible to the public not only will ensure high reproducibility of previous studies, but, more importantly, will facilitate continuing the construction of the ToL ([@ref-203]).

### All contributions toward building the Tree of Life must be properly recognized

Some current publishing practices in the scientific community may unintentionally represent hurdles toward the ultimate end of collecting and disseminating phylogenetic data on which to build a ToL. For instance, the increasing need in many countries and communities for publishing high-impact papers understandably often discourages researchers from releasing their data until their studies are complete and have passed the peer-review process. This is partially explained by the heavy emphasis of top journals on unusually novel and flashy findings as compared to those studies that represent more modest, but just as critical, advances in the understanding of the phylogenetic relationships of the groups. Similarly, this urge to publish high-impact papers often impedes adequate long-term studies that could potentially generate a wider variety of basic data. With the cultural emphasis on impact and numbers and rates of publication, in practice there is often a penalty for long-term studies. Our current climate often values novel results produced in the short term. Consequently, as a community, we must reach an equilibrium between short- and long-term scientific production in a way that values both, encouraging high impact studies bringing radical reorganizations of the ToL, without hurting lower impact research and the ongoing search for innovation.

Moreover, because building the ToL is a slow and daunting task, it is important that, as a scientific community, all contributors to the process receive proper recognition for their contributions, thereby keeping motivation high and retaining our best talent. Unfortunately, some contributors, both institutions and roles within them, receive less recognition in this grand task than others. For example, field biologists that obtain basic natural history information and specimens used for building the ToL ([@ref-306]), and the natural history museums that house those specimens, are often not recognized sufficiently. As a community, we have been following a trend in which, perhaps inadvertently, we do not value as much the production of basic biological and natural history data. This can certainly be recognized in our national funding practices, which often do not support basic taxonomic or natural history fieldwork at the expense of flashier end-uses of biological specimens. Specimens are the foundation of most phylogenomic and phylogeographic studies, and we should find standard mechanisms not only to acknowledge, but also to encourage the production of these data in an integrative framework. It is time to strengthen those initiatives aimed at recognizing scientific production beyond citations of peer-reviewed literature (e.g., ORCID; <https://orcid.org>) by giving also credit to the production and impact of basic biology datasets and collected specimens. Providing credit for depositing and generating data by tracking, for example, number of access and downloads or number of studies using genetic data associated to specimens, could represent a formal recognition of the importance of producing and sharing basic biological data could help bridge the gap between naturalists, taxonomists, empiricists, and mathematicians invested on the study of life history.

It will be exciting to have objective estimates that allow tracking the direct and indirect impact of how these data and samples are being used. We are confident that such initiatives will highlight the importance of continuing field- and museum-based research in various fields of biological research ([@ref-26]). Furthermore, such cultural shifts will undoubtedly encourage discerning young minds to embrace basic biological research in their academic endeavors, rather than embracing more lucrative and societally appreciated applied fields.

Conclusions
===========

In this perspective, we have attempted to cover ground in the vast arena of issues facing modern phylogenomics today. In [Table 2](#table-2){ref-type="table"}, we summarize some of the most pressing challenges that the field of phylogenomics is experiencing as we use coalescent-based methods toward building the ToL. We have seen how genome-scale phylogenomics, currently on a strong footing as a result of the MSC, is increasingly improved by models that recognize reticulate processes, such as recombination and introgression. In contrast, macroevolutionary models that use phylogenies have yet to embrace the heterogeneity that currently drives many theoretical innovations in phylogenetic reconstruction itself. We have emphasized the need for the phylogenomics community to embrace high standards of data quality, curation and accessibility in its long-term pursuit of the ToL. Such a grand mission requires value and recognition placed not only on the end products of the process, such as publications and trees, but also on the natural history specimens on which phylogenies are based and which are cared for by the community of natural history museums. Building the ToL will require contributions from all sectors of biological and related sciences---from field biology to theory and everything in between---and robust cyberinfrastructures to integrate these diverse and increasingly massive data streams.
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###### Challenges in the fields of coalescent-based phylogenomics and implications for unraveling character evolution and the Tree of Life.
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  Category                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Challenge                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Proposed strategy
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Data                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          Integration and assessment of large amounts of data with heterogeneous phylogenetic signal.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  Protocols for marker selection should assess markers' biological relevance and adequacy for the study organism, given the temporal and spatial scales in question, and not only logistical convenience. A posteriori (after data generation) marker selection from whole-genome alignments can be useful to inform these aspects as well as minimize the effects of missing data and varying data quality. Until then, researchers should attempt a higher standardization of markers to facilitate combinatory analyses.
  To discern true phylogenomic heterogeneity from noise and error as well as to identify violations of the MSC, adequate filtering of large phylogenomic datasets should be conducted based on biological and statistical properties of markers (e.g., analyses of gene-tree outliers and rogue taxa).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
  Further research on filtering methods as well as on their impact on phylogenomic estimation is still required.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
  Inclusion of additional character types into phylogenomic analyses.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Research efforts focused on the adequate identification and utilization of rare genomic changes other than nucleotide substitutions, such as indels, transpositions, inversions, CNVs, and chromosomal rearrangements. Development of new methods not only to infer phylogenetic hypotheses based on these characters but also to integrate them with more traditional sequence data.                                        
  Phylogenetic inference models and methods                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Analyses of genome-scale data for large numbers of species within a coalescent framework.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Continue the development of models and methods that allow simultaneous gene tree and species tree estimation within a Bayesian framework (e.g., [@ref-222]) for increasingly large and complex datasets.
  For the time being, two-step methods, particularly those based on biological models and permitting statistical tests of topologies in a likelihood framework (e.g., [@ref-181]), are useful tools to incorporate coalescent information into species tree inference.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
  Detection and incorporation of violations of the MSC into phylogenomic inferences.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Extensions of the MSC should seek the inference of reticulate evolutionary histories (i.e., multispecies network coalescent; [@ref-333]; [@ref-324]) by simultaneously incorporating violations of the MSC (e.g., [@ref-323] (reticulation and ILS); [@ref-138] (allopolyploidy)). Inference methods dealing with GDL and recombination are of high priority.                                                                
  Further development of conceptual approaches aimed at detecting and quantifying different underlying biological processes of phylogenetic history (e.g., [@ref-135] (ILS and migration), [@ref-342] (hybridization), [@ref-111] (direction and timing of introgression), [@ref-296] (ILS and GDL), [@ref-173] (recombination rates)). As proposed by [@ref-50], using the MSC as a null model within a model selection approach can be a powerful tool to identify violations of the MSC and to deepen our understanding of the biological consequences of these processes.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
  Models that integrate phylogenomics and comparative analyses                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  Integrating different phylogenetic signals into comparative analyses.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Methods and models should attempt to incorporate gene tree incongruence into macroevolutionary models of character evolution. Similarly, integrative studies aiming at unraveling character evolution at the molecular, phenotypic, and clade levels.
  Understanding the genomic bases of character evolution in species trees vs. gene trees.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Methods that estimate phenotype-genotype associations incorporating heterogeneity across gene trees or that at least take into account differential state probabilities stemming from gene tree discordance (e.g., [@ref-94]). Similarly, extensions of the MSC for quantitative traits that take into account genealogical heterogeneity represent a promising avenue for research and implementation (e.g., [@ref-205]).   
  Best practices for building the ToL                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Increasing the number of species represented in the ToL while ensuring reproducibility and encouraging community participation                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Natural history museums must be central players for providing and analyzing genome-scale data. Genetic resources and specimen collections are fundamental for allowing the acquisition of data for extinct and poorly accessible species. Open access community initiatives must continue to be relevant repositories of the ToL. Adequate methods for curation of data and analytical tools must continue to be a high priority.
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###### Table S1: Information on number of species, number of loci, and data set size contained in 164 phylogenomic data sets.

Each row represents a data set included in [Fig. 2](#fig-2){ref-type="fig"}. For further details on how this table was built, please see section "Compilation of data in Table S1" in the [Supplementary Material](#supplemental-information){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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###### Supplementary Materials: The compilation of data contained in [Table S1](#supp-1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and in [Fig. 2](#fig-2){ref-type="fig"}.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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